ISLs explore social media (continue)

Sophie van der Walt
YouTube

Interactive Voice Recognition
Delicious

- social bookmarking web service for storing, sharing, and discovering web bookmarks
- connects with Facebook or Twitter
- automatically import the links you share on the service and let you find and follow your friends
Results of entrepreneurs

Off The Hook Networking for Entrepreneurs (San Diego, CA) - Meetup meetup.com
1182 meetups san_diego 10/8/11

Why Startup Hubs Work paulgraham.com
1974 success trend startup paul_graham entrepreneur pualgraham Starts article Last hubs 10/6/11

DetZee detzee.com
1321 entertainment entrepreneur youth zim 8/8/11

The Perfect Django Settings File - Randall Degges roegges.com
1196 django settings perfect webdev programming django settings todo reference python config 6/21/11

10 TED Talks for Entrepreneurs « The Educated Entrepreneur's Blog wordpress.com
3779 6/30/10

AutoSuggest jQuery Plugin | Drewwilson.com drewwilson.com
1105 jquery autocomplete autosuggest plugin javascript ajax plugins webdesign suggest development 1/2/10

53 Ways To Become a Better Entrepreneur quicksprout.com
2283 8/6/09

Pure CSS Timeline – Notebook | MattBango.com mattbango.com
1111 css timeline webdesign visualization design tutorial webdev html inspiration web 7/6/09
Flipbook

- Free (premium also available)
- Store 3 books
- Pages 15/pdf
- Supports: jpg, jpeg and pdf
- Watermark
More info

Published flipping books
Any flipping book source can be edited and published as many times as necessary from the "My FlipSnack" area. More

Free hosting included
We have included free hosting for the flipping books shared using the embed code options. You get 25,000 included views per day. More

Watermarks
Watermarks, logos, ads or other materials may be used by SnackTools along with the free (non-paid) sharing options such as "link" and "embed code with watermark". More

Link (by SnackTools)
Once the flipping book is published, you will get a free permanent link to it. You can use the link to preview the flipping book, you can also share this link with your friends and colleagues since it will be available for virtually unlimited time. More

Download
This option allows you to download the published flipping books so you can host and/or use them locally as you wish. More

Email
Use this sharing option to send a permanent link to the flipping book by email. More

Embed codes
The embed codes consist in HTML standard scripts that allow you to include the flipping books in any HTML-supporting media without the need to host them on your own server. More

Remove published flipping books
All published flipping books can be removed from your publishing history list. More
Glogster allows users to create free interactive multimedia posters, or Glogs. The user inserts text, images, photos, audio (MP3), videos, special effects and other elements into their glogs to generate a multimedia online creation. Based on Adobe Flash elements. Share via the site, embed in external wikis or blogs, and shared via many social networks such as Facebook and Twitter. Glogs can also be exported and saved to computer-compatible format.
Free reference management tools

What is reference management software?

If you don’t use a reference management tool already, you will want to start as soon as you finish reading this post! These tools will make your life as a student much easier and cure those citation headaches and banish those bibliography blues. Basically, reference management tools are software applications that are designed to help you write your papers with ease and style. They will help you to organize your references, format them in any style you desire (e.g. MLA, APA, Chicago) and automatically generate in-text citations and bibliographies. A guaranteed time-saver!

Lots of (smart) people use RefWorks or Endnote reference management software to organize their citations. As a UNISA student, you can create your own profile and use RefWorks for free. Check it out! Unfortunately RefWorks can be a bit cumbersome to use and Endnote is expensive to buy, but never fear there are many other useful options like Zotero. You may ask “why bother using Zotero?” Well, there are lots of great reasons:

- Zotero is free! You don’t have to pay a cent for it.
- It resides right on your Firefox browser and captures information from the Web.
- The interface is designed with you – the Web surfer – in mind. You can surf the Web and...
Prezi

- Alternative to slides and Powerpoint
- Allows users to pan and zoom, and to size, rotate, or edit an object
- Includes videos, images, texts and other presentation media
- Frames allow grouping of presentation media together as a single presentation object
- Paths are navigational sequences that connect presentation objects for the purposes of structuring a linear presentation

- free
- public presentations, all prezis are public
- edit and share prezis
- 100MB storage space
All your prezis

- All your prezis
- Owned by you
- Shared with you

Search prezis

Research Data Management...
by Sophie van der Walt on 20 June 2013
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The Literature Review
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College of Science's use of Pinterest
This presentation shows how the College of Science of the Unisa Library uses Pinterest. (http://pinterest.com/unisalibrarycs/)
by Sophie van der Walt on 13 June 2013 · 24 · Tweet · 0
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Slideshare

- Web 2.0 based slide hosting service
- Users can upload files privately or publicly in the following file formats: PowerPoint, PDF, Keynote or OpenDocument presentations
- Slide decks can then be viewed on the site itself, on hand held devices or embedded on other sites
- Users can rate, comment on, and share the uploaded content
Technology and library support within an ODL environment

by Sophie vd Walt on Sep 03, 2013 Edit

The purpose of this paper is to share information on open distance libraries with specific reference of the use of technology in the Unisa Library: Information Resources Distribution (IRD) Services for student support. It seeks to provide practical information and examples of technology used within the Unisa Library: IRD section.

http://www.slideshare.net/sophievdw/technology-and-library-support-within-an-odl-environment
ToonDoo

- Cool, comic-creating tool
- Create single comics or comic books
- Toondoos can be downloaded, printed, shared on fb and twitter, embedded or emailed
I still need to find four books for my assignment, but I can't go to the library now...

hang on, I can use my phone to search for books in the library, and then go pick it up tomorrow! The site is http://oasis.unisa.ac.za/airpac

Hi Dean, did you get the books you requested over your phone?

Yes, I'm on my way to the library now to pick them up.
Tagcloud/Tagxedo

- A tag cloud (word cloud, or weighted list in visual design) is a visual representation for text data, typically used to depict keyword metadata (tags) on websites, or to visualize free form text
- Three main types
  • Frequency of each item
  • Frequencies are aggregated over all items and user
  • Categorization
- Load text from url or type
Sparkol
Drawings to video

A UNIQUE WAY TO CREATE ENGAGING ANIMATED VIDEOS QUICKLY AND EASILY

VideoScribe gives you the tools to explain, market and explore your product or service quickly and easily in a unique and engaging way.

Users tell us that they are amazed how easy it is to get great results quickly - so try VideoScribe today.

See some recent feedback...

BUSINESS
VideoScribe gives you the tools to explain, market and explore your product or service without the need for a design or technical professional. Our easy to use interface ensures that whatever your business, you can quickly create materials for use on your website, YouTube or promotional DVD without the cost of traditional video production.

ILLUSTRATORS
Scribes make powerful videos that bring your marketing to life quickly and cost effectively. Commercial use of VideoScribe is part of the Sparkol Pro account and creating animated marketing materials has never been so easy - whether for YouTube, TV, film or a website, scribble videos advance...